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ANCIENT WISDOM
FOR TODAY

The Path Through Life
Ecclesiastes 7:1-13

» First Sunday of Lent

» Walking with Jesus toward
the cross

» Reflecting on the nature of
‘What is good?’

Live Intentionally
& Thoughtfully

Ecclesiastes 7:1-6

Living with One’s Whole
Life in Mind (v1-2)

» Birth & death

» Keep this perspective in
your heart

» ‘heart’ repeated in verses
2,3,4,7

» Heart refers to the inner person
– thoughts, memories, emotions,
inclinations

» Old testament ‘heart’ = New
Testament ‘mind’

» Keeping the combination of birth
and death in mind is ‘wise’

» “So teach us to count our days
that we may gain a wise heart.”
(Psalm 90:12)

Live Wisely /Thoughtfully
(v3-6)

» Not simply pursuing fun,
seeking the ‘house of mirth’
(v4)

» Not just a party mood – a form
of escapism & getting around
life’s demands
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» Recognize the fullness of life
with its seasons – ‘house of
mourning’ (v2,4)

» “Blessed are those who mourn
for they will be comforted”
(Matthew 5:4)

» Verses 5 & 6 continue the
contrast of wisdom & short-
sighted foolishness

» Such superficial living is called
vanity/breath (v6b)

Details of Living Wisely
Ecclesiastes 7:7-12

1. A Wise heart does not accept
bribes (v7)

 Not to pursue oppression
& gain

 Similar to ‘seeking gain’
(4:1-12)

 Dangers of running after
wealth

2. Patience is sought rather
than anger (v8-9)

 Righteous anger is possible
but often a sign of
impatience and arrogance

Patience requires us to go
beyond the choice between
fleeing or fighting. It is the third
and the most difficult way. It calls
for discipline because it goes
against the grain of our impulses.
Patience involves staying with it,
living it through, listening
carefully to what presents itself to
us here and now.

Henri Nouwen
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3. Living in the present and not
longing for the past (v10)

 Dwelling on the past serves
no purpose

 Better to live presently fuelled
by a vision for the future

 All epochs have their
challenges

4. Wisdom is more beneficial
than wealth (v11-12)

 Both provide shelter from
the harshness of life

 But wisdom has on-going
value

 Simply seeking gain leads
to disaster (Proverbs 3:13-18)

Going Forward

Follow the Narrow Path
that leads to life

Enter through the narrow gate;
for the gate is wide and the road
is easy that leads to destruction,
and there are many who take it.
For the gate is narrow and the
road is hard that leads to life,
and there are few who find it.

Matthew 7:13-14

» Live with the whole of life in
mind

» A ‘hard road’ because it is
easy to go off the trail

» Jesus is our model

Watch out for the
Attachment of Materialism

» The pursuit of the good life

» We make such a pursuit our
‘sacred space’

» Stuff/gain becomes our goal
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Watch out for the
Attachment of Escapism
» Simply seeking entertainment

– a form of sensational bliss

» Becomes a counterfeit
‘sacred space’

Use Our Time Well
for it is Limited

» See the whole of life

» Live intentionally and
thoughtfully (Ephesians 5:10,
15-16, 17)

» Time is a gift from God

Live in Hope of the
Gift of Ongoing Life
» Consider the work of God

» Eternal life is not a right
– it is a gift from God

» It is part of God’s work


